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CHAP!'ER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The main objective of this study is the construction of an 
intermediate-grade vocabulary test, which would measure to a greater 
extent than usual these two aspects of word knowledge: 
(a) word recognition 
(b) word meaning 
A mare extensive measure of vocabulary requires a greater sampling 
of words. A practicable vocabulary test has certain restrictions in 
regard to space and testing time. To obtain a wider sampling of 
vocabulary within the ordinary allotments of time and space is further 
objective of this study. It is believed our purpose can be best 
attained through the utilization of the category technique of testing 
vocabulary. Wards tested are to be classified under certain main 
categories, for example: 
molecule, atom, hydrogen, radar - fall in the science 
category. 
ancient, medieval and antique -- under the category of 
things old. 
A third objective of this study is the construction of two 
equivalent forms of the vocabulary test. 
:1 
~-----, --
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
Part 1. METHODS OF TESTING "'JOCABUL.ARY 
The logical approach to the construction of an instrument which pur-
ports to measure vocabulary is ascertaining the. existing techniques. 
Vocabular,r tests are manifold. Practicable methods for testing vocabulary 
1/ ' 
are relatively few. In 1.927, Dolen listed the possible methods of testing 
knowledge of a word meaning. His outline follows: 
A. Unaided recall -individually or in lists 
1. Checking for familiarity 
2. Using in a sentence 
3• Giving a synonym 
4. Explaining the meaning 
$. Defining 
B. Aided Recall 
1. Recall aided by recognition 
a. Matching test 
b~ Multiple-choice 
e. Classification test 
2. Recall aided by association 
a~ Bempl.etion test 
b. Question test 
3. Recall aided b.1 recognition and association 
a. MUltiple~choice completion test 
b. Multiple-choice s'Qbstitution test 
4. Recall aided by leamrl.ng 
After presenting all possible means of testing knowledge of word 
meaning Dolch discussed each in turn with refe;rence to its usability. He 
recommended the checking and matching tests as most satisfactor.y for the 
testing of ward meaning. 
y Edward w. Dolch, Reading and Word Meanings, Boston: Ginn and 
Company, 1927) P• 109. 
2 
Whereas Dolch presented all possible means of testing vocabulary, 
1/ 
Sims reported on an investigation of the reliability and validity of the 
four types of vocabulary tests most commonly used as of 1929. The types 
investigated included: 
1. Identification tests (defining word meanings) 
2. Multiple response tests 
3 • Matching tests 
4• Checking !mown words 
The multiple response method appeared the least reliable and the 
matching the most reliable. Matching showed the highest reliability and 
validity of the methods studied. The techniques utilized in every case 
except checking tested ability to define the meaning of words or recognize 
the definition of words. 
2/ 
The purpose of Kelleyts-study was to evaluate certain procedures which 
had been used in the measurement of word meaning. He limited his investi ... 
gation to such testing procedures as "are most likely to be used by the 
classroom teacher, the standard-test maker, and the research worker.n The 
selections are described as: 
1. A MUltiple-choice test in which the alternate responses are 
built wi thou:b preliminary experimentation but with the aid of 
the dictionary and the Thorndike word list. 
2. A Multiple choice test in Which the alternate re&ponses are 
built from pupil responses on an exercise of words in which 
e 1/ Verner M. Sims, ttReliability and Validity of Four Types of 
Vocabulary Tests,'' Journal of Educational Research,20: 91-96 (September 
1929) - .!. 
2/ Victor H. Kelley, "An Experimental Study of Certain Techniques 
for Testi'ng Word Meanings, "University of Iowa Studies in Education, 9: 
53~94 (Januar,y 15, 1934) 
3 
they give similar and opposite meanings. 
3. A same-opposite-neither test to be built from the same data as 
indicated in test two. 
4. A matching test to be built from the data indicated in test two .. 
5. A multiple~hoice sentence test to be built from the data indicated 
in test two. 
In his summary, Kelly explains 
The use of a word in a sentence to show the pupilt s concept of the 
meaning was accepted as a criterion with which to compare other 
test devices. The five test techniques were evaluated through com-
parisons with the criterion and through item analysis of pupil 
performances upon the tests themselites. As a result of the exper~ 
imental comparisons, the following general conclusions are 
justified. 
1. The same-opposite~either test and the multiple-choice sentence 
tests are slightly lower in validity than are the other tests. 
2 • The matching and multiple-choice tests appear to be the best 
techniques. They are of· approximately equal validity as instru-
ments for measuring the word meaning knowledge of children. 
3. The multiple~hoice tests in which the alternate responses were 
constructed by two different methods are approximately equal in 
validity, reliability, and difficulty. 
4. None of the five tests possesses sufficient validity to make it 
valuable as an strument for measuring the word-meaning knowledge 
of individual pupils. 
From the results of his study, Kelly points out certain implications 
which are of significance to educational practice. He concludes 
The results of this investigation indicate that valid instruments for 
the measurement of word meaning are still in the process of development. 
Additional experimentation is needed to determine the best test 
techniques, but the more important problem needing the attention of 
investigators at the present time is the development and perfection of 
instruments which will possess greater validity than those now available. 
4 
Kelleyts conclusions were definitely substantiated a few years later 
1/ 
by the National Conference on Research in English in an article b.r Seegers 
summarizing the researcli on vocabulary testing. Seegers states 
1. That it is not possible, with present instruments to measure 
accurately the number of words an individual knows much less possible to 
measure the extent, depth or· area of his knowledge of those words. 
2. That the sources of the words in the test affect the results, as 
does the technique emplqyed b.r the test. 
3• That ability to define and ability to use words are not identical 
attributes. 
4. That possibly the proportion of different parts of speech found in 
a test affects the validity of that test. 
5. That in many standard tests there is a vocabulary problem in the 
direction of the test itself. 
Both Kelley and Seegers stressed the need for additional experimen-
tation to determine ~he best test techniques, and to develop more valid 
instruments. 
2/ 
It seemed to Wilking-that in reading one does not define words but 
merely places words into categories or patterns of meaning. He says, 
"If it is true that a definition vocabulary is not a necessary part 
of reading ability it would appear that testing vocabulary knowledge 
qy means of definition, either recognition or recall is neither 
necessary or desirable." 
His investigation has for its purpose the presentation of a more valid 
measure of reading vocabulary by utilizing the method of testing word 
1./ John c. Seegers, "Vocabulary Problems in the Elementary School," 
Seven£h Annual Research Bulletin, National Conference on Research in 
English, Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1939, P• 34. 
2/ Stephen V • Wilking, ''The Construction and Evaluation of a Measure 
of Reading Vocabulary," Unpublished Masterts Thesis, Boston. 
Boston University School of Education, 1940~ p .. h L. 
5 
meaning by the use of categories. The chmice of categories used in the 
test led to a preliminary study of the frequency of usage of categories 
in the language as a whole as presented in Rogetts Thesaurus, in a fourth 
grade vocabulary list constructed by Durrell and SUllivan, and the words 
in the first and twentieth thousand words in the Teacher's Word Book. His 
conclusion was that the meaning method of testing category was highly 
valid. 
1 
.An analysis of 20 intermediate-grade reading tests was made by ''"Oavin; 
and of the 20 tests analyzed ll contained tests of vocabulary or word 
meaning. Her investigation of these vocabulary tests indicated that words 
were tested for meaning in one of four ways: 
1. use of a synonym 
2. Definition 
.3. Placing the stimulus word within a general category 
4. Selection of a detail which characterizes the stimulus word 
Examples of each of these four ways of testing the understanding of words 
were given. They follow: 
l. To injure is to slump insure wound etc. 
2. Pause think look stop briefly etc. 
3· Red man bird color song etc. 
4. Workers receive launches ships wages etc. 
1/ Grace <CJa.vin, U.An Am.alysis of Intermediate Grade Reading Tests, n 
- Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston: Boston University School of 
Education, 1940, p. 2l. 
6 
What appeared to Cavin as a radical departure from the usual method 
e of testing vocabulary was the technique employed in the Ingraham-Clark 
Diagnostic Reading Test. Forty words are placed in the three categories of 
heat, light, and cold. This category technique of testing word meaning was 
1/ 
the one utilized by Wilking.- Cavin reiterates Wilking's point of view that 
the value of testing b.1 categories appears to lie chiefly in the increased 
number of words which it becomes possible to test in the same amount of time. 
A greater sampling is an important aspect to be considered in testing 
techniques. Wider sampling makes the vocabulary test more effective as a 
measure of the word knowledge possessed b,y intermediate~grade children. 
2/ 
Verification of this can be found in Bolch's comments:-
"Most of the failure of securing a reliable inventory of a child's 
vocabulary is that the existing vocabulary tests measure but a slight 
sampling of vocabuJ..ary at any grade level. Due to this the score is more 
or less of a chance score.n 
3/ 
A survey of existing vocabulary tests was made by Berwick.- In her 
summar,r on research she indicates 
!J Wilking, op. cit. 
2/ Edward w. Dolch, "Depth of Meaning, 11 Education (May, 1949), 69: 
- 210-211 
3/ Mildred M. Berwick, ttThe Construction and Evaluation of Multi-Mean-
- ing Vocabulary Tests for Grades 4-8, ttUnpublished Doctor's 
Dissertation, Boston: Boston University School of Education, 1952, 
P• 39. 
1. Standardized vocabular,y tests measure single meanings of words o~. 
2. Vocabulary tests in the future should be more of an extensive 
nature. 
3. Vocabulary test scores give an index of intelligence. 
4. There are differences of opinions as to the number of words that 
should be included in a vocabulary test. 
5. Instruments for measuring knowledge of multiple meanings should be 
constructed. 
This study is primarily concerned with techniques for meast)ring 
single meanings of words. Methods of testing for richness of meaning, 
mul.tiple meaning or precision of meaning, are not particularly pertinent 
to this study, but a brief summar.y of them is given here to present more of 
a total picture of vocabulary testing. 
nsince a large number of the basic common words have variant meanings~ 
1/ 
Berwick-felt that Uitems should be constructed to measure pupil's knowledge 
of multi-meaning words, rather than to measure one meaning of a· word." Her 
summar.y of test design follows: 
Sub-Test I --- A Multi~eaning Word Recognition Test. 
Sub-Test II 
1/ ibid., P• 5. 
- . 
The items were to consist of multi~eaning words and 
non multi-meaning words. The final test contained 3 
forms, 484 multi-meaning words, and 121 single meaning 
words. 
A Multi-Meaning Identification Test. 
A Multi-Meaning word is li.sted along with the various 
common meanings, distractors and non-related meanings 
to make more difficult the discriminatory task~ The 
final test was organized into 3 forms. Each form con-
sisted of 50 key words. The total number of meanings 
tested in the three forms was 690. 
8 
.. 9 
======~========~~============================-=-=~=-======~=-==---
Su~est III A context Test of MUlti-Meaning Words. 
A paragraph containing a multi-meaning word in different 
situations is presented in story form. The test is or-
ganized into three forms, with twenty multi-meaning 
words in each form. The total number of meanings 
measured was 183. 
1/ 
The purpose of HUrlburt's study-was the contruction of vocabulary tests 
that adequately measure precise knowledge of word meanings. She attempted 
to establish the relative value of recall and recognition techniques for 
testing word meanings. She concluded: 
Recall-completion and recognition~ultiple choice techniques for 
testing word meaning appear to have only a limited number of factors 
in common. 
Coefficients of correlation for recognition-multiple choice test form 
and mental age are approximately the same _as the coefficients of 
correlation for recall-campletiontest form and mental age. 
2/ 
"The ideal vocabulary test will determine,"according to Cronback,-
ttfor each individual word, whether the student can apply the word in every 
situation -where it would be helpful to his thinld.ng.n Cronback developed 
a technique to measure the degree of understanding of words,. He maintains 
the multiple-item form is superior to the customary form, for example, 
under nelementtt would be listed brass, iron, fire, oxygen, water, sulphur. 
It would be unlikely for the child to fail to know any of the meanings if 
he recognized the word. 
:4rdia D. HUrlburt, "The Relative Value of Recall and Recognition 
Techniques for Measuring Precise Knowledge of Word Meaning." 
Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, Boston: Boston University School of 
Education, 19491 P• 117. 
y Lee J. Cronback, "Measuring Knowledge of Precise Word Meaning," 
Journal of Educational Research ~h, 1943) 36: .528-.534. 
PART II. Sources of Vocabulary 
In the first part of this chapter evidence was given to the fact that 
the «sources of the words in the test affect the results as does the 1/ . 
technique employed by the test~"- The first part of this chapter reviewed 
the existing techniques utilized in the measurement of vocabulary. We::: 
refer to the form of the test when discussing its technique. BUt what of 
the nature of the test items? FTom what source or sources do they stem? 
It was necess~ to investigate the many manuals availab~e of the most 
commonly-used vocabulary tests to determine what the accepted sources are 
for selection of words emplqred in the tests. 
2/ 
In the Iowa Silent Reading Tests, Elementar,y Form-Test 3 is a measure 
of word meaning. It consists of 55 items, stimulus words, and the child 
has a choice of four in the multiple response. In the manual the source of 
the stimulus words is . given thus; 
The words on the first page of the Word Meaning Test were selected 
from the Thorndike Teacherts Word Book and the Horn lists (Basic Writing 
vocabulary) as having real significance in reading situations. All of the 
critical words on the second page of this test are limited to t~e fields of 
mathematics, science and social studies. They have been checked against 
3/ 
the words of the Pressey Lists adjudged to be the most important and at the 
same time common enough in their use to warrant holding elementary school 
1/ J. Conrad Seegers, op. cit. p. 34~ 
'2./ H. Greene and V • H. Kelley, Iowa Silent Reading Tests, Elementary Test, 
- Form Am: New Edition, Houghton Mi11'Iin Company, Boston, 1941. 
3/ L. c. Pressey, "The Special iOcabularies of PUblic School Subjects, 
- "Educational _Research Bulletin, Ohio State University, vol. 3, p. 1.82-
JLO 
pupils responsible for their meanings. 
1/ 
The vocabulary test in the Gates Reading Survey-consists of 85 words 
ranging from easy words in the first thousand in the Thorndike word list 
to difficult words in the twentieth thousand.tt 
The "various researches bearing upon grade placement of words were in 
2/ 
vestigatedtt by Durrell and Sullivan for their Reading Achievement Test,-
and"fina.lly a list of words was compiled by Dr,. Durrell from the Faucett-
Maid. List which in turn was based upon the Tlmrndike and Horn Lists ,.n 
Section C and D of the Reading Vocabulary Test of the Progressive 
J/ 
Achievement Test-Elementary Battery,-"includes a total of 90 words as a 
test of basic vocabular,r. These words ~re chosen from the first 4,000 in 
the Thorndike Teacher's Word Book and are presented in gradual~ increas-
ing difficulty." 
4/ 
The word Meaning Test in the Sangren Woody Reading Test-consists of 
40 exercises. "The words to be defined in this part were selected from 
the Teacher t s Word Book by Edward L• Thorndike, use being made of words of 
different frequencies of occurrence in the child's vocabulary. In the 
test the exercises are arranged in order of their increasing difficulty,.tt 
1/ Gates Reading Survey for Grades 3 to 10, Bureau of Publications, 
- Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 1942. 
2/ Donald D. Durrell and Helen Blair Sullivan, Reading Achievement Test, 
- Form A for Grades 3 to 6, World Book Company, Yonkers-on HUdson, 
New York, 1947. 
3/ Progressive Achievement Tests--Elementary Battery, Form A, California 
- Test Bureau, 5916 Ho!1YWo6d BoUlevard, Los Angeles 28, California, 
1949, p. 4. 
4/ Sangren-woody Reading Test, For Grades 4 to 8, World Book Company, 
- Yonkers-on-HUdson, New York, 1928, p. 3. 
j_j_ 
~· i 
1/ 
The words comprising the Kansas Vocabul~ Test-were "selected from 
the vocabulary in a large number of school subject fields, and other 
supplement~ readings of interest to pupils of this school level. (Grades 
4-8). An attempt was made to select words from the various fields in the 
same proportion as the pupils Will in general be confronted by them. All 
words were checked against the Thorndike Word List in order to insure an 
equitable distribution according to difficulty and frequency of use.n 
2/ 
In the Metropolitan Achievement Tests,-items ''were retained and 
arranged within the tests on the basis of the percent of pupils passing the 
item at successive grade levels and in the case of Reading and Vocabulary 
hhe Lorge Readibility Index was used to insure that all reading content 
would be within the appropriate grade range .. n 
3/ 
P.rior to the publication of the Teacher's Word Boo~in 1921, words 
were either selected at random from some acceptable dictionar,y, or at 
equal intervals. M~ research workers devised interesting schemes for the 
4/ ' 
selection of words to be tested. Bonser~ Burch and Turner developed a 
list of 150 words by taking the second word on every fourth page of 
Webster's Elementary School Dictionary and discarding every ninth word. 
1/ Kansas Vocabular.y Test, Bureau of Educational Measurements, Kansas 
- State Teachers College, Emporia, Kansas, 1940, Grades 4-8, P• 2. 
2/ Metropolitan Achievement Test Batteries for Grades 4-6 and 7-8 • 
- World Book Company, Yonkers-on-HUdson, New York, 1947, p. 6. 
3/ Edward L. Thorndike, The Teacher •s Word Book, New York: Teachers 
- College, Columbia University, 1921. 
4/ B. G. Bonser and L. H. Burch and M. R, Turner, "Vocabulary Tests as 
- Measures of School Efficiency, ttSchool and Society, 2: 713-718; 
November, 1915. 
Thorndikets· contribution made ttdata available for making vocabular,y 
. 1/ 
tests much superior to those which we have had in the past. n- His 
Teacherts Word Book gave a listing of 10,000 English words with a measure 
of importance for each. 
2/ 
In 1930, Thorndike published The Teacher's Word Book of 20,000 Words. 
Of this list, which has since served as guide to so many test constructors 
and research workers, Thorndike himself says, "This list is surely not 
perfect as a ranking of words for importance in general reading b.1 pupils 
in schools -- but it provides "substantially correct guidance concerning 
the frequency and range of occurrence of words." 
3/ 
In later articles,-Thorndike suggested words in the third thousand of 
his list for grade 4 and in the fourth thousand for grade 5. He estimates 
"the lmowledge of words possessed by the lower two-thirds at the gegimrlng 
of Grade 5 varies from about 4,000 to 6,ooo.n 
Thorndike's word Lists thus provide a good source for ward selection. 
The position of a word in the Thorndike list gives a rough measure of the 
relative difficulty of the word. In. general the words with a high 
frequency are more familiar to the child than those of lower frequency. 
1/ Thorndike, op. cit. pi 6. 
~/ Edward L. Thorndike, The Teacher's Word Book of 20, 000 Words, 
- New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1930. 
3/ Edward L. Thorndike, ttrm.proving Ability to Read, "Teachers College 
- Record 36: 149 (October, 1934)• · 
1_3 
1/ 
Thorndike and Symonds-show that there is arrelationship between frequency 
of occurrence and difficulty. 
2/ 
What Fitzgerald-pointed out in reference to selecting words for a 
basic spelling list can be applied as well to the problem of selecting 
words for vocabulary tests, which aim to measure intermediate"'-grade 
children: 
Basic to the problem of Word selection is the insistent 
question of adult versus child usage. It would be logical 
to select those words which occur most frequently in both 
the adult and child vocabular.y. 
n Two general appEoaches to determine vocabulary lists have been used, tt 
. 3/ . 
according to Rinsland.-
First, the determination of adults' usage and second, the determin-
ation of children ts usage. The widely known studies of Thorndike 
(1921 and 19.31) and Horn (1926) have made valuable contributions to 
our knowledge of the writings of adults. The Thorndike study offers 
our best information of the words used primarily in books, and the 
Horn study offers our best information of the words used primarily in 
the writing of letters, although his study sampled other material. 
There have been many attempts to secure an adequate list of words 
that children use, but:none of these has sampled children's writings 
as comprehensively as Thorndike or Horn has sampled adults t writings. 
The specific purpose of Rinsland's study is "to present the actual 
frequency of the use of words, grade by grade, of many children from .all 
sections of the country, "for as the author says: 
1/ Edward L. Thorndike and Percival M. Symonds, "Difficulty, Reliability, 
- and Grade Achievements in a Test of English Vocabulary," Teachers 
College Record 24: 4.38-445 (November, 192,3). 
2/ James A· Fitzgerald, "A Study of Vocabulary, Spelling Errors, and 
- Situations,tt University of Iowa Studies in Education 9: 21-2.3 
(January, 193 .• 
3/ Henry D. Rinsland, A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School Children 
- New York: The MacMillan Company, 1945. • 
1L4 
-----~~----- J 
There is no study that has broadly sampled the writings of children 
from all sections of the United States in all grades in large . 
numbers that is comparable to the counts of Thorndike (1931) and 
Horn (1926). Second, no study gives continuous data for all eight 
grades. Third, no published study gives raw frequency, that is, 
actual number of times a word occurs in each grade. Fourth, no 
published study groups words in each grade into groups of practical 
sizes for general use, such as the first hundred, the first five 
hundred, and so forth.. Fifttl, ·no study gives a. measure of compar-
able frequency of occurrence from grade to grade. 
It has been noted that the makers of vocabulary tests for the intermediate 
grades have either checked their items with the Thorndike or Horn lists, 
or have used these adult lists as sources for their test items. Binsland 
points out that 
Children, especially those in the elementary school, do not 
use words with the same frequency as adults, and that adult 
usage is therefore a more or less invalid criterion. 
Referring to the Vocabulary of the elementary gr;-ades, he comments 
The large number of words given in this list beyond the first 
few thousand should be a useful vocabulary for the middle and 
advanced grades. Besides, the words of lower frequencies are 
of some value, because for each of these we have some knowledge 
of occurrence. 
To be assured that the words selected for the vocabulary test 
possess significance for elementary school children, they should not be 
checked against Thorndike's list alone, which is an adult list, but they 
should be checked against a vocabulary list for children in the elementary 
1/ 
grades. Rinslandts Basic Vocabulary-is such a list. 
To be assured that the categories utilized in the vocabulary test 
possess significance for elementary school children, a valid measure of the 
frequency of usage of certain categories is necessary before setting up 
.. 
:15 
categories to be used in the vocabulary test .. 
The question presents itself~ What categories are most frequent in 
1/ 
children's reading? Wilki~grs research-determined the following rank 
-order of Frequency of usage of 24 categories of 600 fourth grade reading 
words. His starting point for the classification of words was Rogetts 
2/ 
International Thesaurus.- Wil~g maintains that 
From the correlations presented in conjunction with the Durrell-
Sullivan list itself and with the language as a whole as presented 
in Roget, it can be said with some assurance that the rank order of 
frequency of usage of the twenty•four categories is fairly valid and 
holds true for general reading achievement. 
' 
FREQUENCY OF USAGE OF 24 CATEGORIES 
1. Individual Volition 
2. Organic Matter 
3• Personal Affections 
4. Motion 5. Intersocial Volition 
6. Communication of Ideas 
7. Dimensions . 
8. Formation of Ideas 
9· Quantity 
10. Moral Affections 
11. Causation 
12. Sympathetic Affections 
y Wilking, op. cit .. 
13. Form 
14. Inorganic Matter 
15. Space Generally 
16. Order 
17. Affections GeneraJ.ly 
18. Time 
19~ Religious Affections 
20 .. Relation 
21. Number 
22. Existence 
23. Change 
24. Matter GeneraJ.ly 
5/ c.o.s. Mawson, Roget's International Thesaurus, New York: 
Thomas Crowell Co. 1925. 
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CHAPI'ER II 
PROCEDURE 
The problem set up for this thesis dictated the development of an 
instrument Which would test more words per page than could be done with 
1/ 
techniques commonly employed. Wilking nad reported sixty words per page 
as the largest number that could be checked b,y an identification or match-
ing framework •• A test which used the multiple response method would give 
one score for every four or five words presented. It remained for the 
_authors of this thesis to devise a format which would give a score greater 
than sixty for each page of test content. 
By pretesting with groups not used in the final experiment it was 
determined that the category, or classification technique was superior to 
identification, matching and multiple response. It gave a score per word 
and allowed the presentation of seventy five words per page. 
With agreement made as to the best emplqyable technique, it was de-
cided that each participant in the experiment would next develop a separate 
instrument.. This instrument was to be built with three hundred words. The 
words were to be presented in twenty fifteen item exercises. The exercises 
were to be constructed in this manner: 
Sample Exercise, Experimental Form 
1. to follow 2. to lead .3. to dislike 
pursue trail stalk 
direct administer detest 
succeed regulate pilot 
hound avoid tag 
guide chase abhor 
y op. cit., p. 5 
1.7 
Among the three hundred words, some were to be adjectives, some 
adverbs, some verbs and some nouns. The items within each exercise were 
to follow no particular pattern as related to the number per category. 
As the building of these experimental forms proceeded, words which 
were ambiguous in meaning, archaic,.colloquial or dependent upon the 
possession of a particular modern convenience were discarded. It was 
hoped to exclude, in this way, any words which would be meaningful only in 
a particular locality. 
Each of the four experimental tests was presented to the authors of 
the other three instruments in order to get group opinion concerning the 
difficulty of individual items, the common meaning in children's speaking 
vocabulary of particular words and the appropriateness of exercise items 
to their category headings. The opinions of children concerning particular 
.items ~ere solicited and considereda 
As finally developed, each experimental. form consisted of twenty, 
fifteen item exercises. The items were printed below three category 
headings as shown in the sample on page 17 of this chapter. The children 
were to respond b.y numbering each item to match the figure which preceeded 
one of the categories. The appendix of this thesis contains copies of the 
four experimental tests. 
Category headings varied within tests and from author to author. 
Same exercise headings consisted of two opposites and a distractor. Some 
headings included short descriptive phrases. other headings were single 
words. When doubt existed as to the suitability of a particular exercise 
1.8 
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heading, s~onymitywas checked in Roget•s ThesaurUS or Webster•s Dictiona-
Before administering these experimental forms, a check on the fre-
quency of the categor.y headings in children's reading seemed advisable. 
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Wilking in his thesis, entitled, The Construction and Evaluation of a 
Measure of Reading Vocabular,y, reported on his examination of the words 
presented in the Durrell - Sullivan Reading Vocabular,y for Grades Four, 41 . 
Five and six: He found that the words in this list which is a selected one 
based on words found in fifteen fourth, fifth and sixth grade readers, and 
. 51 
social study books fell into the same rank order as Roget•s Thesaurus: 
For a listing of this rank order see page 16 of the chapter on research 
which begins this thesis. 
Categories used for exercise headings were checked against this rank 
order. 
Consistent with a check on categori headings was one on each item in 
each exercise. The three hundred words in each of the four experimental 61 
forms were checked against Thorndike's A Teacher's Word BooK to obtain 
frequencies in adult reading. 
11 op. cit. 
21 William A. Neilson, Thomas A. Knott, Paul w. Carhart, Websterts New 
- Unabridged, Merriam Company, Springfield, c. 1947. 
31 op. cit., P• 9 41 Donald D. Durrell and Helen Blair Sullivan Reading Vocabulary for Grades 
- Four, Five and Six, Boston University School of Education 
51 op. cit. 
"§I op. cit .. 
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Each word was then checked with Rinsland's 'Llisting of words used by 
e children in their own writings in order to ascertain frequency in juvenile 
literature. -Basic reading systems served as a justification for the in-
elusion of some words which have become common to the speech of children 
2/ 3/ 
since Thorndike-and Rinsland compiled their lists. 
The Boston University Reading Clinic List of two thousand, five 
hundred eighteen words found in readers below fourth grade was used to in-
sure the inclusion of some easywords. 
5/ 
Webster's Dictionar,r-established preference between divergent spell-
ings and also served as a guide whenever it was necessary to transfer words 
from one part of speech to another. 
This checking on the frequency of categories and items was necessary 
to insure the validity of the tests with respect to common adult and child 
vocabulary. Each experimental form was now as true a measure as the author 
could determine before actual use. 
Although time limitations had been used in some of the preliminary 
testing, it was decided to use no set periods for the administering of the 
four experimental forms. The emphasis would then be placed upon performance 
rather than speed. All four forms had the same framework requiring each 
child to perform on a total of twelve hundred items.. To avoid all possible 
1/ op. cit. 
2/ op. cit. 
J/ op. cit. 
4/ Boston University Reading Clinic List, Grade Four Vocabular,y, 2,518 
- Words, Boston University c. 1945. 2J op. cit. 
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test fatigue, a rest interval of two to three days between tests was 
recommended. 
It was next decided to use middle grades from Boston and three su-
burban communities. Fourth, fifth and sixth grades were chosen from one 
school in each locality. Two of these same schools had seventh grades 
which were to be tested in case a ceilingwas needed. These schools pre-
sented a variety of socio-economic backgrounds in their population. Grade 
distribution among the children tested was as follows: 
Grade 4 
Grade 5 
Grade 6 
Grada7 
Total Tested 
143 
122 
121 
58 
444 
The intelligence quotients of the testae's next were tabulated. This 
was done to insure administration of the experimental forms to a populatio 
Yd. th normal ment.Uaability.. In the chapter of this thesis which presents 
an analysis of the results of the problem experiment there will be found a 
complete tabulation of the int.elligence of the children tested (q.u .. ,p 29 ). 
It is sufficient to state here that a range in intelligence qumtients 
from 105.6 to 108.8 was discovered. This seemed to indicate that results 
obtained from such a population would be those of a normal group. 
Intelligence quotients were plotted primarily to insure the testing 
of an average group. It was also hoped that some relationship would be 
seen between performance on the final forms (which terminate this thesis) 
and general intelligence. The probability of such relationship had been 
1/ 
indicated by Terman-when he said: 
of Intelligence, Houghton Mifflin co. 
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J ~'The vocabulary test has a far higher value than any other 
single test of the scale.. our statistics show that, in a large 
majority of cases, the vocabulary test alone will give us an 
intelligence quotient within ten percent of that secured b.r the 
entire scale. OUt of hundreds of English speaking children, we 
have not found one testing significantly above age who had a 
significantly low vocabulary, and correspondingly, those who 
test much below age never have a high vocabular,y." 
Such'la relationship as pertains to the final forms presented in this 
thesis must wait upon further research. 
Checking on intelligence was the last step before distribution and 
administration of the tests. The siminar meetings were used as centers 
of collection and dispersion. 
Each author corrected her own test. A tabulation of errors far each 
item was made. This tabulation was used to work out percents of success 
by item, exercise, separate and total grade population. 
Tabulations of the percents of success for the twelve hundred items 
in the four experimental forms -are on file with Dr. Donald Durrell of the 
Boston University School of Education. 
It was necessar.y to obtain these percentages of success because of the 
variable number tested at each grade level. 
The next chapter of this thesis contains tabulations of the success 
percentages for the exercises chosen to make the final forms. These 
exercises were chosen by a process of elimination. 
As the first step in the eliminating of· the poorer exercises, each 
author noted grade step-ups in the percents of success for every one of 
her twenty exercises. This exercise percentage was reached by averaging 
the fifteen item percents of success. A sample notation follows: 
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PERCENTS OF SUCCESS SAMPLE-EXPERIMENTAL FORM 
Exercise 9 
% of Success 
Grade 4 
56% 
Grade 5 
76% 
Grade 6 
90% 
Grade 7 
92% 
Assembled in this manner the percents of success showed that some 
exercises possessed greater discriminat~ value between grades than others. 
Each author discarded the ten of her exercises Which had been arith-
metically proven to have the least value in showing inter-grade performance 
differences. This left forty exercises which had been chosen as the most 
discriminatory of eighty. 
The remaining problem was to choose the best twenty of these forty 
exercises. These twenty had to be paired very closely in inter-grade per-
centages of success, if comparable forms were to be evolved. 
All fort,y exercise records were arranged on a long table in an order 
which ranged from easiest to hardest. The degree of difficulty was deter-
mined b.1 the percents of success. 
The twenty of these exercises which seemed to best measure inter-
grade success were chosen from the forty developed in the above manner. 
An interval of fifteen percent was decided upon as a satisfactory grade 
step-up. This was later dropped to twelve which proved a more practicable 
figure. 
The step-up intervals for the twenty final form exercises thus chosen 
are given in the next chapter of this thesis. In so far as was possible, 
they present a twelve percent inter-grade increase in success. 
~-·-
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The twenty final form exercises were used to build two teneexercise 
tests of comparable difficulty. 
An examination of the percents of success far the final forms is 
~de in the chapter on the analysis of this thesis.. A more detailed ac-
count of the selective process is there given. An examination of these 
detailed accounts will reveal that the average fifth grade percent of 
success falls between forty-five and fifty-five. This further indicates 
that exercises chosen for these forms were good ones, since a fifty per-
cent success score indicates the presence of sufficient difficulty for the 
middle grade tested. EXercises on which this percentage was obtained 
were neither too easy nor too hard. 
The final forms thus developed are contained in the appendix of this 
thesis. 
When duplication of words within the same ·form occurred changes were 
made. The new ward was chosen from discarded exercises which employed the 
same category as that into 'Which the unwanted word would fit. New words 
had to possess percents of success similar to those which they replaced. 
Some duplication of categories and items between forms could not be 
avoided. The chapter on analysis contains a listing of these duplications. 
Frequency had been a criterion for word inclusion in the experimental 
form. Rechecking was now necessary to make certain that mathematical 
selection of exercises had not, inadvertently, excluded items of valuable 
frequency. TPis rechecking showed distributions within the final forms 
as evidenced on tables XIII and XIV in the following chapter of this work. 
The tabulation just mentioned indicated that the final test forms 
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~ontained a ~jority of items which had a good frequency in both Thorndike y . 
and Rinsland. . 
Those words found in neither Thorndike nor Rinsland were kept because 
they were too few in number to· greatly affect an exercise score. Their 
meaning nature was such that they also seemed valid in a modern vocabulary 
The final forms also met the criterion of an improved word count and 
score. Each final form tested one hundred fifty words, seventy five per 
2/ 
page. This was fifteen more than previously reported by Wilking. The 
score possibility of one per word is optimum for this type of testing. 
The final forms also contained a distribution of parts of speech. 
Form A contains three exercises which consist of nouns. The remaining 
seven are adjectives and adverbs. Form B includes three exercises with 
major noun content, two which present verbs and five whioh are divided 
between adjectives and adverbs. 
For the interest of those classroam teachers who had participated in 
the administering of the experimental tests, percents of suooess were in-
terpreted by median number of words correct at each level. These ranged 
from sixty four in Grade Four to one hundred eleven in Grade Seven. A 
complete presentation of these tentative norms is made in the following 
chapter. 
1/. op. cit. 
:g/, op. cit. 
"JJ op. cit. 
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CHAPTm ni 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
After the compilation of the four experimental tests described 
in Chapter two above was completed, each test was given to a total 
population of four hundred forty-four children in grades four through 
seven in four different connnunities. In this way the subjects tested 
came from different educational, social., and economic backgrounds. 
This provided a better cross section for testing purposes. 
The greatest number of children (over one hundred) were tested in 
~ades four through six and only half that number in the seventh grade, 
the reason for this being that the test was primarily designed to test 
childrents ability in grades four through six. The test was ad-
ministered to grade seven to ascertain the effect an added school year 
had upon the range of success. 
For all of the subjects tested I. Q.rs., were obtained, studied, 
and summarized. Tables I, II, III, and IV will show the 
distribution of I. Qls., in each grade. Mean I. Q's., and standard 
deviations by grades are shown for the entire population in Table V 
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TABLE I 
-
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS - GRADE FOUR 
Name of Test N 
California 
Mental 77 2 3 11 20 18 15 8 
Maturity 
IDlhlmann-
Anderson 27 1 3 11 6 4 2 
Kuhlmann-
Finch 39 5 3 12 10 7 1 1 
TOTALS 8 9 34 36 29 18 9 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS - GRADE FIVE 
Name o:f Test N 70....79 80-89 90 ... 99 100•109 110..-..119 12 O.,.J.2 9 130-139 
California 
Mental 90 3 2 21 31 17 10 6 
Maturity 
Kuhlmann-
Anderson 32 1 4 7 13 5 2 
TOTALS 122 4 6 28 44 22 12 6 
I 
-r -r- --. 
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TABLE III 
e DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS ... GRADE SIX 
Name of Test N 70.-.79 .80...89 90~99 100,;;.109 110•119 120-129 130 ... 139 
Ca1ii'ornia 
Mental 53 1 3 11 27 6 4 
Maturity 
Kuhlmann-
Anderson 68 2 8 11 29 14 7 
TOTAI..S 121 3 11 22 53 20 11 1 
TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS - GRADE SEVEN 
Name of Test N 70...79 Bo-89 90-99 100 ... 109 ll0-119 12()...129 130 ... 1.39 
Ca.Ufornia 
Mental 30 l 4 10 9 l 
Maturity 
K'llhllna.nn-
Anderson 28 2 3 9 11 .3 
TOTALS 58 1 2 7 19 20 8 1 
TABLE V 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF I .. QtS. BY 
GRADES FOR THE ENTIRE POPULATION 
GRADE LEVEL 
4 
5 
6 
7 
NUMBER 
TESTED 
143 
122 
121 
58 
MEAN I. Q. 
105.6 
105.5 
103.8 
108.,8 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 
14.7 
13.1 
ll.7 
11.8 
Table v shows that the populationwas quite homegeneous in 
regard to mental ability. 
Item analysis: After each of the four experimental forms \Wa.e3 
given, an item analysis was compiled for the percent of success in 
two directions - namelY percent of success for each individual item, 
and percent of success for each exercise. AnalYsis of items estab-
lishes the difficulty of words in grades four through seven. An 
individual word analysis was made in order to find out what words 
carried the load of discrimination. In making the item analysis 
any unmarked word was counted as an error also. 
After the ~sis was completed the percents of success were 
compared in the following ways; (1) The amount of increase in the 
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percents of success by grades; (2) The lack of increase in percents 
of success by grades, and (3) A decline in the increase of percents 
of success by grades. It was found in most instances that a continual 
increase of success was made on each word by grades. These increases 
for the final forms of the test can be found in Table XII of this 
chapter. In a fem instances it was observed that for an individual item 
ther.e was no increase in·percent of success between grades six and 
seven, but there was an increase between grades four and five, and 
five and six. The following sample with words taken .from the final 
forms found in the appendix will serve to illustrate this point. 
PERCENTS OF SUCCESS ON INDIVIDUAL WORDS 
FOR GRADES SIX AND SEVEN 
WORDS EXERCISE foGRADE 6 % GRADE 7 
lair Al 49 38 
conservatives A3 66 52 
oonnnence B5 62 57 
punctual B6 41 36 
Since the corresponding I. ~.•s., for the seventh grade gave no 
justification for a drop in the scores from the sixth grade, this 
difference in grade seven scores may be due to the fact that there 
was little directed vocabulary teaching in at least one of the two 
30 
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seventh grades tested. CUrriculum in this particular seventh grade 
calls for a program in literature. Little stress is given to the read-
ing skills. Though our data is limited numerically, it points out the 
need for the continuance of the teaching of the reading skills in the 
junior high. 
A further observation was made in the analysis of each word. It 
was observed that some words Showed little or no increase in the percent 
of success particularly between grades five and six. Such words as those 
arranged in the following sample taken both from the experimental and 
final forms will illustrate this point. 
PERCENTS OF SUCCESS ON INDIVIDUAL WORDS 
FOR GRADES FIVE AND SIX 
WORDS % GRADE 5 
helicopter 98 
groom 98 
veto 30 
giraffe 96 
scholars 94 
% GRADE 6 
98 
98 
30 
97 
96 
Since the I. Q.ts., of the subjects tested in grades five and six 
showed no reason for this very slight inc~ease, it may be due to the 
fact that all teaching in the vocabulary skills had been done before 
grade six, and hence a leveling off situation was obtained. 
In order to insure a more reliable choosing of exercises a further 
analysis was done qy finding the percent of success or each exercise 
made up of fifteen words on the experimental forms. In a previous study 1/ . 
done by Cavizlit was pointed out that tttests vary greatly in the extent to 
which they discriminate between grades. That a test should so discriminate 
will be readily admitted. What constitutes an adequate step-up interval 
between grades is not lmown., but it probably can be assumed that a test 
which possesses an average steP-UP interval of only 1.9 ar 3.2 does not 
adequately discriminate between grades. Measuring instruments possessing 
so little grade discrimination would seem not to be entirely reliable.tt 
After examining the percents of success on each exercise of the 
experimental forms it was found that in some exercises there existed as 
much as twenty or more steP-UP points between grades four and five, and 
five and six, thus giving a rather strong measuring instrument according 
to Cavinrs study. The following sample reveals that exercise nine has 
greater discriminatory power than has exercise four. 
!/ op. cit., P• 68 
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EXERCISE 9 
% of SUccess 
EXERCISE 4 
% of Success 
EXPERIMENTAL FORM EXERCISES REVEALING 
DISCRIMINATORY DIFFERENCES 
GRADE 4 GRADE 5 GRADE 6 
56 76 90 
GRADE 4 GRADE 5 GRADE 6 
60 75 81 
GRADE 7 
92 
GRADE 7 
83 
The aim of the item anaJ.ysis was to find those exercises which 
showed the highest discrimination between grades and from these 
exercises build two comparable forms if possible. Two forms of 
approximately equal difficulty have been constructed from the most 
discriminating exercises. These two forms labeled A and B may be 
found in the appendix of this study together with the percents of 
success for each word appearing in the final forms. Each test consists 
.of a total of one hundred fifty words from the experimental tests 
divided into ten exercises of fifteen words each. The exercises in 
each form are arranged from the easiest to the hardest. The first 
exercises in each form are easier than any of the others. In both 
forms there are included some exercises which presented difficulty to 
the upper levels tested. 
The choice of exercises for the final forms was regulated by the 
number of step-up points between grades. It was arbitrarily decided 
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that fifteen points step-up between grades would be used as far as 
possible. It was later found that this step....up interval had to be 
dropped to twelve points in order to get two equal forms. Table VI 
shows how the equivalency between forms was established. 
TABLE VI 
TABLES PORTRAYING EQUIVALENCY BETWEEN FORMS 
FORM A FORM B 
Exercise 4 Exerdise 4 
Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 
50 % 67% 80% 53% 82% 
Ste~Ups Between Grades Shown 
FORM A FORM B 
Gr. 4 - Gr. 5 Gr. 5 ""' Gr. 6 Gr. 4 - Gr. 5 Gr .. 5 .... Gr. 6 
17% 13% 16% 13% 
Later forms A and B were compared to see that corresponding exercises 
(Al and Bl) were approximately equivalent in regard to the percents of 
success for each grade. Table WII and VIII show the percents of success 
~6r each exercise in all grades for both forms of the final test. 
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TABLE VII 
PERCENTS OF SUCCESS ON EACH EXERCISE FOR GRADES 
FOUR, FIVE, SIX, AND SEVEN 
FORM A 
EXERCISE GRADE 4 GRADE 5 GRADE 6 GRADE 7 
1 .. 82 .as .86 .. 89 
2 .57 ·19 .aa .92 
3 .56 .76 .90 ·93 
4 .so .67 .ao .81 
, 
.4o .;,57 .73 .72 
6 .36 .51 .72 o70 
7 .33 .56 .71 .86 
8 .29 .so .68 
·13 
9 .26 .47 .70 a73 
1¢ .20 .38 .54 .65 
~' 
TABLE VIII 
PERCENTS OF SUCCESS ON EACH EXERCISE FOR GRADES FOUR, 
FIVE, SIX AND SEVEN. 
FORM B 
EXERCISE GRADE 4 GRADE 5 GRADE 6 GRADE 7 
1 .,81 .,87 .. 93 o94 
2 .60 .78 .91 .. 96 
3 .56 .76 .87 .93 
4 .53 .69 .82 .87 
.u .,,, e70 .T3 
6 .33 .56 o71 .. 82 
7 .33 .51 .67 ,.67 
8 .28 .49 .70 .76 
9 .26 .45 .62 .65 
10 .22 .. 36 .45 .65 
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A further comparison was made to see that there was no repetition 
of words within one form. When a repetition occurred, a word from one 
of the experimental forms With equal percent of success was substituted 
in its place. There is some duplication of items between forms A and B, 
but not within the forms themselves. 
In Form A, Exercise 5, the words_ courteous, gracious, impudent, 
refined, vulgar, rude and saucy are duplicated in Form B, Exercise 9~ 
Exercise 6 of Form A has five duplicates in Form B, Exercise 8. Form A, 
Exercise 6 also has two words which are repeated in Form B, Exercise 10. 
J 
TABLE IX 
DUPLICATION OF ITEMS IN FINAL FORMS 
FORM EXERCISE CATEGORY 
A 5 1 and 2 
B 9 1 and 2 
A 6 1 and 2 
B 8 1 and 2 
A 6 3 
B 10 1 
After the two final forms were constructed, the words in each form 
were once again checked against Thorndike ~nd Rinsland. A tabulation of 
the position of the words was made according to Thorndike and Rins1and 
to ascertain the significance words possessed for children in the inter.,. 
mediate grades. After making the tabulation it was found that some words 
were in neither Thorndike nor Rins1and. 
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These words were included in the final forms because personal experience 
judged them to be significant. The words were retained because of their 
inclusion in discriminative exercises.-
Table X lists these words .. 
TAb X 
FIN.U. FORM WORDS UNLISTED IN THORNDIKE OR RINSLAND 
FORM A FORM B 
koala helicopter 
low•priced high- priced 
proximate magenta 
non essential proximate 
transitional radar 
unpunctual 
The derivation of tentative norms shown in Table XI was done in the 
following way. The average percent of success per grade was found by add-
ing all percents of success for that grade and then dividing by ten which 
is the number of exercises in each form. The total number of items (one 
hundred fifty) was then multiplied by the percent of success obtained in 
this manner, thus giving a median mumber o:f words correct for each grade .. 
TABLE XI 
TENTATIVE NORMS EXPRESSED IN THE NUMBER 
OF WORDS RIGHT 
FORM A 
GRADE LEVEL WORDS PERCENT 
SUCCESS 
4 64 43 
5 91 61 
6 112 15 
7 119 79 
FORM B 
GRADE LEVEL WORDS PERCENT 
SUCCESS 
4 64 43 
5 90 60 
6 111 74 
7 120 80 
I 
------
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TABLE Xll 
PERCENTS OF SUCCESS ON EACH WORD BY GRADES FOR 
FINAL FORMS A AND B 
EXERCISE Al GRADE 4 GRADE 5 GRADE 6 GRADE 7 
ITEM 
aquarium 79 93 96 99 
sty 30 24 36 45 
den 86 93 98 98 
stable 92 97 99 100 
howl 82 93 94 98 
bleat 44 64 67 79 
calf 95 97 100 96 
chicken 92 95 96 100 
lair 41 38 49 38 
croak 72 89 91 97 
baa 90 93 91 95 
kid 98 96 98 100 
'Whinny 81 90 88 100 
colt 94 97 99 100 
cub 89 94 98 98 
e 
EXERCISE A 2 
ITEM 
representative 
thermometer 
barometer 
hurricane 
senator 
delegate 
president 
micro;Ehone 
governor 
antenna 
clouds 
aeiral 
veto 
tube 
cyclone 
PERCENTS OF SUCCESS 
GRADE 4 GRADE 5 GRADE 6 GRADE 7 
55 81 92 94 
68 96 98 96 
29 53 85 90 * 
74 90 100 96 
~1 86 96 98 
5o 80 94 96 * 
78 95 98 98 
54 82 88 88 
78 93 99 96 
47 77 87 92 * 
86 97 98 96 
38 69 88 94 * 
17 30 30 53 * 
61 89 90 94 
64 74 87 89 
*Discriminates at leaat 
40 points in % of success 
from range of fourth grade 
to seventh grade 
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PERCENTS OF SUCCESS 
EXERCISE A 3 GRADE 4 GRADE 5 
ITEMS 
parcel 32 56 
politics 52 15 
voters 75 89 
conservatives 40 54 
rhinoceros 38 71 
candidates 64 82 
opponents 27 51 
hi;epopotamus 75 92 
giraffe 84 96 
kangaroo 89 96 
carrier 62 82 
envelopes €IJ 88 
koala 46 73 
postage 76 97 
liberals 26 37 
GRADE 6 GRADE 7 
81 96 * 
90 100 * 
94 98 
66 52 
94 91 * 
89 98 
15 98 * 
96 98 
91 96 
95 98 
89 96 
94 100 * 
83 94 * 
96 100 
53 59 
* Discriminates at least 
40 points in % of 
success from range of 
fourth grade to seventh 
grade. 
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PERCENTS OF SUCCESS 
EXERCISE A 4 GRADE 4 GRADE 5 
ITEMS 
chilly 87 92 
roasting 90 92 
needy 81 89 
shivering 76 89 
suffocating 59 71 
tropical. 35 62 
nipping 28 49 
indigent 29 26 
arctic 42 71 
stifling 13 09 
penniless 59 78 
.frigid 20 50 
destitute 14 35 
sweltering 31 57 
beggarly 63 83 
GRADE 6 GRADE 7 
97 94 
99 94 
95 94 
97 93 
93 91 
87 93 * 
59 78 * 
28 27 
83 93 * 
19 26 
85 93 
74 69 * 
49 46 
83 81 * 
93 85 
* Discriminates at least 
40 points in % o.f 
success from range o.f 
fourth grade to seventh 
grade. 
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PERCENTS OF SUCCESS 
EXERCISE A 5 GRADE 4 GRADE 5 
ITEMS 
tidl 65 71 
rude 73 88 
trim 44 58 
saucy 58 85 
vulgar 38 49 
refined 23 26 
discourteous 41 64 
fastidious o 17 31 
gracious 44 63 
orderly 38 59 
impudent 34 59 
cordial 20 31 
methodical 19 36 
courteous 33 60 
gentlemanly 54 74 
GRADE 6 GRADE 7 
79 85 
96 94 
73 69 * 
93 91 
72 81 * 
61 59 
84 89 * 
43 37 
79 81 
70 54 
76 69 
48 59 
40 39 
83 85 * 
92 93 
*Discriminates at least 
40 points in % of success 
.from range of fourth grade 
to seventh grade. 
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PERCENTS OF SUCCESS 
EXERCISE A 6 GRADE 4 GRADE 5 
ITEMS 
costly 49 55 
bargain 58 78 
handy 57 75 
adjacent 10 15 
inexpensive 44 70 
luxurious 37 60 
extravagant 26 42 
moderate 17 19 
reduced 35 64 
precious 31 67 
neighboring 65 78 
exorb:Lta.ntt 17 25 
proximate 17 34 
low-priced 65 80 
J2riceless 15 22 
GRADE 6 GRADE 7 
76 85 
85 93 * 
83 85 
20 31 
83 83 
86 87 * 
62 72 * 
46 4l 
83 69 * 
87 87 
85 91 
30 30 
53 57 * 
91 91 
35 52 
* Discriminates at least 
40 points in % of success 
from range of fourth grade 
to seventh grade. 
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P-ERCENTS OF SUCCESS 
/EXERCISE A 7 GRADE 4 GRADE 5 
ITEM 
dilmhnutive 19 15 
microscopic 16 39 
trudge 37 59 
tremendous 61 83 
miniature 37 67 
shuffle 39 67 
gigantic 34 71 
enormous 53 84 
stride 47 80 
massive 26 57 
towering 35 58 
meager 24 44 
tiny 77 90 
huge 57 90 
stroll 54 87 
GRADE 6 GRADE 7 
36 40 
59 82 * 
74 92 * 
90 98 
88 98 * 
76 90 * 
83 94 * 
95 98 * 
86 92 * 
75 83 * 
65 90 * 
61 70 * 
97 96 
95 96 
93 96 
* Discriminates at least 
40 Points in % of success 
from range of fourth grade 
to seventh grade. 
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~ReENTS OF SUCCESS 
EXERCISE A 8 GRADE 4 GRADE 5 
ITEM 
transitional 22 46 
undisturbed 36 59 
motionless 26 62 
com.fortable 51 78 
slumbering 25 6o 
reEoseful 15 21 
ravenous 11 24 
famished 23 35 
movable 47 82 
tranquil 14 25 
traveling 50 77 
starved 46 80 
mobile 26 60 
nomadic 8 13 
craving 17 38 
GRADE 6 GRADE 7 
71 64 * 
15 80 * 
75 84 * 
96 94 * 
80 82 * 
47 36 
33 51* 
73 70 * 
96 94 * 
29 42 
95 92 * 
94 94 * 
76 78 * 
24 37 
70 66 * 
* Discriminates at least 
40 points in % of success 
from range of fourth 
grade to seventh grade. 
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e 1?ER,CENTS OF SUCCESS 
~CISE A 9 GRADE 4 GRADE 5 GRADE 6 GRADE 7 
ITEM 
inexperienced 12 30 55 7a * 
firstborn 36 69 72 a4 * 
regulate 10 39 sa 74 * 
~stematize 7 30 62 62 ·U· 
immature 13 24 53 sa * 
juvenile ll 27 68 a4 * 
antig,ue 2S sa as a4 * 
control 23 56 a4 ao * 
organize 17 so 75 a4 * 
ancient 19 42 al 86 * 
manage 19 49 69 74 * 
classify 13 26 Sl 71 * 
fresh 13 66 83 84 * 
rule 44 67 88 80 
elder .34 63 82 84 * 
* Discriminates at least 40 
e Points in % of' success from range of fourth gr-ade 
to seventh grade. 
~·-· ~- _,_ - ~ ~ . 
F.ERCENTS OF SUCCESS 
EXERCISE A 10 GRADE 4 GRADE 5 
ITEM 
nonessential 27 51 
commonplace 11 28 
discharge 24 59 
influential 9 25 
immaterial 12 27 
impressive 24 37 
memorable 18 40 
liberate 14 36 
prominent 11 35 
release 37 69 
ransom 9 21 
mediocre 6 17 
rare 15 58 
fair 21 40 
parole 18 41 
GRADE 6 , GRADE 7 
61 69 * 
50 64 * 
73 87 * 
36 33 
45 58 * 
65 69 * 
66 78 * 
55 72 * 
46 53 * 
85 89 * 
40 47 
28 42 
79 70 * 
38 35 
64 72 * 
* Discriminates at least 40 
points in % of success from 
range of .fourth grade to 
seventh grade. 
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-(. PERCENTS OF SUCCESS 
EXERCISE B 1 GRADE 4 GRADE 5 GRADE 6 GRADE 7 
ITEM 
munching 84 95 100 98 
murmuring·· 80 90 95 98 
marching 92 98 100 100 
ambling 43 47 60 50' 
gobbling 92 90 92 95 
skipping 87 94 96 97 
tramping 81 92 96 100 
crunching 81 90 94 98 
grumbling 74 87 96 94 
limp in~ 81 95 96 98 
nibbling 82 95 99 100 
chattering 87 90 100 98 
whispering 94 94 97 97 
sue kin~ 68 80 90 98 
mumbling 81 90 94 88 
-~ 
-. . . 
--- --.---·- _______ .,. ___ -___:::: -----1 .. 
I 
--~---, 
EXERCISE B 2 
ITEM 
atom 
groom 
officers 
bridesmaid 
justice 
radar 
criminals 
imprisonment 
reception 
molecule 
ceremony 
hydrogen 
bouquet 
magnet 
protection 
f.ERCENTS OF SUCCESS 
GRADE 4 
60 
87 
98 
83 
73 
49 
6o 
37 
42 
34 
44 
48 
52 
66 
60 
GRADE 5 
87 
97 
98 
92 
84 
72 
86 
55 
66 
54 
66 
78 
71 
80 
84 
GRADE 6 GRADE 7 
94 100 * 
98 100 
98 100 
96 100 
85 93 
91 98 * 
93 96 
83 96 
* 
89 96 * 
78 70 
88 100 * 
~5 98 * 
88 96 if-
93 94 
93 98 
* Discriminates at least 40 
points in % of success 
from range of fourth grade 
to seventh grade. 
bos~on UnJYer~Jty 
~hool of tG~~ablor 
......_ Libr'3r~r 
5:1 
I. 
EXERCISE B 3 
ITEM 
vegetables 
dessert 
monument 
encyclopedia 
skyscraper 
librarian 
terminal 
theater 
reference 
depot 
celery 
silverware 
dictionary 
catalog 
sauce 
-~-
PERCENTS OF SUCCESS 
GRADE 4 
86 
70 
43 
44 
78 
79 
37 
72 
23 
40 
53 
76 
61 
46 
76 
GRADE 5 GRADE 6 GRADE 7 
96 
82 
58 
67 
91 
9.3 
61 
88 
45 
49 
74 
92 
69 
82 
87 
99 100 
91 98 
79 83 * 
81 94 * 
95 96 
96 96 
76 93 * 
97 93 
65 74 * 
76 85 * 
94 96 * 
98 94 
76 91 
86 93 * 
96 98 
* Discriminates at least 40 
points in % of success from 
range of fourth grade to 
seventh grade. 
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EXERCISE B 4 
ITEM 
hearth 
boudoir 
kindergarten 
jet 
kitchenette 
helicopter 
principal 
scholars 
superintendent 
stewardess 
pro;eeller 
residence 
privacy 
aviator 
examination 
~CENTS OF SUCCESS 
GRADE 4 
4l 
14 
69 
85 
72 
76 
78 
76 
53 
53 
64 
32 
27 
48 
44 
GRADE 5 GRADE 6 GRADE 7 
66 
1.6 
96 
96 
89 
92 
96 
94 
71 
76 
81 
54 
46 
72 
76 
68 63 
28 37 
91 96 
95 98 
94 98 
95 100 
99 100 
96 l.OO 
88 96 * 
87 93 * 
95 98 
15 85 * 
77 91 * 
91 94 * 
92 93 * 
* Discriminates at l.east 40 
points in % of. success from 
range of fourth grade to 
seventh grade .. 
53 
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EXERCISE B 5 
ITEM 
commence 
terminate 
relish 
undertake 
fancy 
expire 
initiate 
conclude 
enjoy 
start 
die 
institute 
finish 
love 
close 
-~·_, __ - - ---
-... ~.A·'·~·,....,_. ~- ~ 
fERCENTS OF SUCCESS 
GRADE 4 GRADE 5 
32 38 
23 31 
20 28 
23 37 
52 69 
26 42 
12 28 
23 50 
62 81 
61 85 
66 76 
17 21 
66 81 
71 80 
53 73 
GRADE 6 GRADE 7 
62 57 
44 50 
45 55 
46 64 * 
74 87 
54 75 * 
25 42 
58 73 * 
85 96 
90 91 
82 88 
39 42 
88 92 
91 92 
80 89 
* Discriminates at least 40 
points in % of success from 
range of fourth grade to 
seventh grade. 
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EXERCISE B 6 
ITEM 
seasonable 
meditative 
punctual 
unpunctua.l 
studious 
delayed 
belated 
prompt 
thinking 
pensive 
speedy 
overdue 
tardy 
swift 
intent 
fERCENTS OF SUCCESS 
GRADE 4 GRADE 5 
16 23 
ll 25 
8 22 
12 36 
19 42 
43 74 
36 51 
29 51 
56 77 
15 45 
49 79 
40 58 
34 70 
52 15 
19 48 
GRADE 6 GRADE 7 
31 49 
46 42 
41 36 
51 56 * 
60 66 * 
90 89 * 
52 60. 
77 67 * 
91 96 * 
47 38 
91 84 
80 80 * 
85 89 * 
87 89 
54 59 * 
* Discriminates at least 40 
points in % of success from 
range of fourth grade to 
seventh grade. 
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EXERCISE B 7 
ITEM 
exhausted 
remarkable 
athletic 
muscular 
foreign 
infirm 
fragile 
grotesque 
alien 
unusual 
feeble 
hardy 
sturdy 
robust 
odd 
. II ,... 
-·~- u .;$~ ...... ~~-~ :).:i.::..~-- .. :· 
JfERCENTS OF SUCCESS 
GRADE 4 GRADE 5 
23 63 
24 51 
40 64 
35 63 
21 73 
22 32 
26 5.3 
11 24 
16 23 
46 79 
38 61 
44 61 
44 80 
12 29 
54 82 
GRADE 6 GRADE 7 
83 92 * 
55 57 
84 94 * 
60 83 * 
89 98 * 
54 78 * 
79 94 * 
40 33 
38 71 * 
90 98 * 
85 94 * 
9.3 90 * 
90 98 * 
33 64 * 
94 92 
* Discriminates at least 40 
points in % of success from 
range of fourth grade to 
seventh grade • 
~CENTS OF SUCCESS 
EXERCISE B 8 GRADE 4 GRADE 5 
ITEM 
inexpensive 31. 68 
extravagant 1.9 33 
reasonable 20 43 
economical. 1.4 35 
high-f!:iced 45 72 
carnation 24 55 
Erecious 31. 67 
moderate 8 23 
cardinal. 24 65 
magenta 1.0 30 
costly 19 40 
vermilion 8 1.8 
pink 28 65 
scarlet 33 64 
GRADE 6 GRADE 7 
90 87 * 
63 79 * 
58 80 * 
59 68* 
91. 87 * 
72 80·* 
87 87 * 
55 72 * 
87 84 * 
34 44 
63 82 * 
31. 24 
61 84 * 
88 87 * 
* Discriminates at l.east 40 
points in % of success from 
range of fourth grade to 
seventh grade. 
EXERCISE B 9 
ITEM 
transparent 
sarcastic 
flippant 
chivalrous 
courteous 
distant 
legible 
impudent 
sociable 
refined 
gracious 
vul.gar 
rude 
lucid 
saucy 
~RCENTS OF SUCCESS 
GRADE 4 GRADE 5 GRADE 6 GRADE 7 
29 49 70 78 * 
18 43 58 65 * 
19 23 49 49 
7 17 32 31 
32 72 89 96 * 
18 47 63 56 
15 20 29 29 
25 56 75 78 * 
29 59 83 80 * 
13 23 48 31 
31 56 77 84 * 
13 37 65 8o * 
52 81 95 94 * 
10 27 30 40 
41 72 91 86 *. 
* Discriminates at least 40 
points in % of success from 
range of fourth grade to 
seventh grade. 
jT;.'i.» 
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EXERCISE B 10 
ITEM 
inaccessible 
proxilna.te 
ad~oining 
approximate 
bordering 
adjacent 
temperate 
moderate 
lenient 
remote 
yonder 
distant 
calm 
meek 
gentle 
~CENTS OF SUCCESS 
GRADE 4 
7 
10 
15 
10 
15 
10 
11 
9 
7 
11 
38 
33 
36 
8 
42 
GRADE 5 GRADE 6 GRADE 7 
22 
22 
35 
29 
29 
12 
28 
28 
20 
16 
67 
68 
~s 
21 
69 
26 45 
38 47 
6}l 74 * 
47 54 
56 67 * 
26 31 
52 68* 
58 66* 
23 35 
32 38 
82 82 * 
87 89 * 
Slfl s.s * 
51 56 * 
90 86 * 
* Discriminates at least 40 
points in % of success .from 
range of fourth grade to seventh 
grade. 
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~ TABLE XIII 
POSITION OF WORDS BY THOUSANDS ACCORDING TO THORNDIKE ·FOR 
FINAL TESTS 
FO..llM A FORM B 
1,000 7 4 
2,000 17 25 
3,000 20 21 
4,000 10 15 
5,000 11 16 
6,000 9 11 
7,000 15 l2 
a,ooo 13 6 
9,000 5 4 
10,000 . 4 7 
11,000 4 7 
~ 
6:1 
FORM A FORM B 
12,000 6 3 
13,000 10 4 
14,000 4 3 
15,000 3 2 
16,000 2 0 
17,000 ]. l 
18,000 0 2 
19,000 2 0 
20,000 2 2 
Not Listed 6 7 
Total 150 150 
\ 
TABLE XIV 
e POSITION OF WORDS PER HUNDRED THOUSAND ACCORDING TO RINSLAND FOR 
FINAL TESTS 
FORM A FORM B 
5,000....5,999 0 1 
4,000--4,999 0 0 
3,000-3,999 0 1 
2,000-2,999 0 0 
1,ooo-1,999 0 1 
900 ... 999 1 0 
800..899 0 0 
tto0-199 1 1 
600-699 1 2 
500 ... 599 0 1 
400~99 0 1 
300-399 3 4 
200-299 3 2 
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FORM A FORM B 
100-199 6 4 
99---99 2 4 
80-89 2 3 
70-79 1 6 
60...69 2 2 
. 50-59 6 5 
40-49 7 
30-39 11 8 
20-29 14 19 
10-19 30 24 
0-9 17 14 
Not Listed 43 42 
r-
\J 
Total 150 150 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY 
Our objective was the construction of a more extensive intermediate-
grade vocabulary test. To obtain a greater sampling of vocabulary and yet 
maintain an econ~ of time and space, the categ~ technique of testing 
was employed. 
Four experimental forms were administered to a total population of 431 
children, the greater number located in the fourth, fifth, and sixth 
while somewhat smaller sampling of seventh graders were tested. 
Each experimental form comprised twenty exercises. Ea"Qh exercise in 
turn utilized three categories. Under these categories 15 items were 
presented. The children were to classify each of the 15 items under the 
correct category. 
The experimental forms consisted of a total of 1200 items. An item 
analysis was made of each of the 1200 i terns, by tabulating the number o:r 
correct responses per item, per grade. The tabulation provided a percent 
of success for each item per grade, establishing the relative difficulty of 
each item. 
The percent of success for each item having been ascertained, the 
average percent of success for each exercise was found for each of the four 
grades. 
Each experimental form, as has been mentioned previously, consisted of 
20 exercises, each containing 15 items, which were to be classified under 
three categories. When the results were compiled, the total amounted to 
80 exercises. For each exercise there was expressed its average percent of 
64 
success by grades. From these 80 exercises, the 20 which possessed the 
best discrimination between grades expressed in step-up intervals were 
selected for inclusion in the final forms. 
It was .from these twenty exercises that the two final and approximately 
equivalent forms of the test were constructed. Each form of the test thus 
consisted of ten exercises rangiBg from easiest to most di.fficult, each 
exercises in Form A having been paired with a correspondingly equivalent 
exercise in Form B. 
The median percent of success per grade for each form was ascertained 
and tentative norms for both forms were set for each grade on this basis. 
The median percent of success per grade corresponds to the norm expressed 
in words right on the final forms, each of which now comprises 150 items. 
our vocabulary test is more extensive in nature than previous 
vocabulary tests and this extensiveness was gained at no addition to the 
ordinary allottments of time and space. A greater sampling of vocabulary 
has been obtained through the utilization of the category technique of 
testing. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. The tests could be administered to grade three. 
2. optimum time limits could be established. 
3· Research could be conducted to ascertain the cause of 
the leveling off of scores between grades five and six, 
and whether or not such leveling off is to be expected. 
4. The tests could be given to a larger population. Scores 
could be obtained to set up a table of norms .. 
5. A more practicable device for scoring is needed. 
6. Remedial teaching procedures could be devised to give 
instruction in organizing words in categories, if 
weaknesses in this area are indicated. 
L'!!C i1J'U 
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NAME---------------------------------------------------------------------
SCHOOL~----------------------~-----------------------GEADE ______________ __ 
Think about the meanings of these words. 
1. Movie 2~ Church 3. Arithmetic 
~ Beside each of the following words, write the number of the above word it tel.l.s 
about .. 
sermon 
camera 
lens 
actress 
~ 
__;problems 
_13pire 
screen 
~ 
decimals _congregation 
audience _multiplicand 
choir cathedral ~computation 
Follow the directions given above for each of the following exercises. 
tracks 
island 
__ aspirin 
doctor 
__:pickles 
_discovery 
atom 
_groom. 
1" Drug Store 
_ca;n:yons 
__signal 
_freight 
1. History 
__:pleasure 
_operation 
l. Police Station 
bridesme. id 
-
_justic~ 
2. Geography 3 o :Railroads 
_ointment 
~emaphore 
...Jrescription locomotives 
_oceanography continent 
mercurochrome __;pharmacist 
2o Picnic 
routes ether 
~ 
___ inventions settlements 
~tients ___ explorers 
2., Wedding 
_criminals ~olecule 
~imprisomnent _ceremony 
3. Hospital 
3o 
_Penicillin 
_ma.rabmallows 
:f'rankf'urters 
Science 
~bouquet 
_JDB.gnet 
~hydrogen __;protection officers radar ~reception ~· . . 
1 .. Concert 2 o Gasoline Station 3. Farm 
fuel. ~garage listeners fertilizer _gauge 
~ 
silo _dairy orchestra ~tractor =-=reaper 
__;pump mechanic ~ S:Jlll.ph<my ~rf'ormance _violinist 
~--~. ---~===========-------------------------------------------------------------
i. 
• 
~ 
~ 
Think about the meanings of these words. 
1. Train 2. Game 3. Army 
Beside each of the following words, write the number of the above word it tens about. 
_conductor 
_umpire 
_lieutenant _infantry __ pitcher 
_substitute 
_deisel 
_passengers 
_sergeant 
_bayonet 
_engineer 
_corporal 
_caboose scorer referee 
Follow the directions given above for each of the following exercises. 
l. City 
___ vegetables ___ encyclopedia 
dessert skyscraper 
monument librarian 
l. Home 
_hearth _jet 
boudoir _kitchenette 
___ vaccination ___ helicopter 
l. Zoo 
_ya.rcel conservatives 
___;politics rhinoceros 
voters candidates 
l. United Nations 
veto constellation 
rainbow ___ representative 
-
foreman _tannery 
2. Mealtime 
terminal 
-
theater 
reference 
2 .. School 
__;principal 
scholars 
3. Library 
_depot 
_celery 
silverware 
shelves 
_catalog 
sauce 
3. Airport 
stewardess ___;privacy 
__yropeller aviator 
_superintendect _residence examination 
2. Elections 3 .. Postoffice 
__ opponents kangaroo koala 
-. -
_hippopotamus carrier __;postage 
_giraffe _envelopes liberals 
2. Factory 3. Nature 
~employee _assembly constitution 
_._horizon _beauty sunset 
_machinery _delegation _equipment 
1 Think about the meanings o~ these words. 
,....._ 
• ----
~ 
lo Good 2o Bad 3 .. -Often 
Beside each o~ the ~ollowing words, write the number of the above word it belongs to .. 
_excellent __ inferior continual __ :frequent dreaMul 
_horrible _~aultless _superior defective meritorious 
__;perfect 
_habitual ~abominable evil constant 
Follow the directions given in the above exercise :for each o:f the :following exercises~ 
lo Large 
_giant 
_tardy 
miniature 
vast 
~cant 
tremendous 
1. Loud 
_noisy 
stale 
_gentle 
1 .. 
__ lovely 
modern 
_homely 
1. 
_shining 
_murky 
_risky 
ancient 
-
_whispered 
__ de~ening 
Beautiful 
:fresh 
_graceful 
de~ormed 
Light 
lustrous 
_sooty 
__:perilous 
2e Small 3. Ia.te 
overdue diminutive _delayed 
undersized massive slow 
_meager __:postponed enormous 
2. Soft 3 .. Old 
_murmuring secondhand medieval 
_antique muffled _clangor 
_thundering :faint _resounding 
2. Ugly 3 .. New 
_gorgeous _frightful __ exquisite 
recent renovated _haggard 
handsome untried _ghastly 
2.,Dark 3o Dangerous 
black unsafe dim 
_glimmering _dingy .;__slippery 
_threatening _bright __ shimmering 
-------~----------------------------.............. .. 
• 
Think about the meanings of these words .. 
1. Rot 2., Cold 3 .. Poor 
Beside each of the following words, write the number of the above word it belongs to. 
_chilly shivering _nipping _stifling . destitute 
.. 
_,_roasting _suffocating barefooted 
__;pennile(Js _sweltering '"'"' 
_needy __ tr'opical 
____..arctic _frigid _beggarly 
~· ... >-·1 
Follow the directions given in the above exercise. for each of the following exercises. 
1. Polite 2. Impo1ite 3. Neat 
_tidy _saucy discourteous _orderly methodical 
rude 
_vulgar _systematic __ impudent courteous 
trim refined __ gracious cordial _gentlemanly 
- -
l .. Important 2o Not important 3. Safe 
t. 
_chief' _ordina.cy _leading shielded notable 
secure _worthless rubbish _serious __:paltry 
_urgent harmless __;protected _trifling ~trustworthy 
1 .. Intelligent 2., Stupid 3o Strong 
wise _brainless f'orcef'ul senseless _sturdy 
foolish sensible ridiculous shrewd staunch 
_JlOWerf'ul astute _silly __ vigorous clever 
t. 1.. Expensive 2., Cheap 3o Near ~ 
_costly _adjacent ~extravagant ..;..,_COstly __proximate 
'· 
' 
_bargain __ inexpensive _moderate _neighboring __ low-priced 
_bandy luxurious reduced exorbitant __;priceless . 
~ j J 
-
... 
:f."v 
1~ 
tU ::orii»SWW*'-______ _ 
SCHOOL 
FOLLOW TH~ DIH~CTIONS GIV~L~ BY YOUR T~ACH.:;R 
la .:ir1thiiat1c 
_..,_ 
circum.ference 
.., __ 
helicopter 
ClplliCD .. multiplication 
... __ 
k1ndergartJen 
"'"""'""' subtraction 
.......... ,Jan1tor 
--- etewardeas 
*='-• quotient. 
...... - geometr1 
..,_ ... audito.r1um 
--- aviator 
--- a.cnol.a.h 
... _ .... g;vmnaaium. 
............ pa.raohut~ 
-=----==-----------------------------------------------------------------
lo ahe.pea 
---
organ 
... __ 
square 
......... attenden'tts 
---
moccasins 
_..,_ paJamas 
.......... Jar:k~t. 
... __ groom 
...... - rectangl.s 
--- l»:xagon 
;,. Wedding 
--'!" t.rie.D8~G 
-...... blouse 
....... -diamond 
--~------------------------------------~-- -~-----·-----------~--·--·-------
l. sounds 
---
alliga:tor 
.... _ ... rad1a~or 
~--- whinny 
...... _ chandelier 
__ ..., 
heitar 
.......... closet. 
--- be:wl. 
3-a House 
--..... static 
--- antelope 
--- snore 
lo RadiO 2. weather 'o eov.ernmen'li 
.......... t.b.ermometer ......... senate~ ..,.__ clouds 
---
antenna 
--- dal.egate 
---
microphone 
• 
--- veto ... _.. aerial. 
---
representative 
.... ... - barometer ......... president-
--- governor 
.,
0
..,. c;volone _..,._ hurricane ........... tlibe 
lo Mapa .2o Theater '0 ac1enoe 
...... - ... l.at.it.ude 
--- scenery ... ..,.... mazzanlne 
.. -... audience 
--- e;ravity 
--· ba1COllJ' 
---
magnet1c 
--- exPerimen'l-. _..,. ... meridana 
---
per-formers 
--- equator --- electr1c1t.y 
---
degrees 
--- atoms - .... - lOilg11iUd8 
l.o &porta 2. A7!'ill3' 3· .Farm. 
_.., ... 
silo .... _.... corral ........... m.o'I.Uld 
--- sentinel --... pasture --- furlough 
--- umpire ..,__ l'.tJ&newers __ ... caddie 
sergeant ....... .,. tack:Le 
--- rei"eree 
...,_ ... tractor ......... lieutenant __ .... innings 
1. Musto 2o Flower& 3o Feel1ngs 
"'" -
--- victrola ... -- S7lnPat~ ..,_ .... orchestra 
-· --- musicians --- disgusted 
_ ...... sympbon.v 
;;, 
---
pansy 
--- geranium ---vexed 
__ ... 
sentiment _ ... _ tenderness ruusturt1um 
.,._ .. 
.lQ'lophone 
--- blacinth 
---
suite 
l. Cars 2o Ohu.rch :5o Sea 
---
throttle __ ..., transmission .......... .chapel 
--- v.estr7 
---
choir -....... ensign 
---brakes 
---
schooner --~ congregation 
• ... ~ --- minister --- navigator 
... __ stern 
--- accel.erator ---grease ......... starboard 
lo Mac.lUnes 2o Land 'Q Book 
---
peninsula .... -volume 
--- car41ug 
---
publisher 
---
die eel 
--- continent 
---
turbine 
---
estate __ .., engine 
---
acre 
---
dynamo 
--- l.1brar1an 
...... _ campus 
·-"'" glossar7 ---PlaiD 
lo People 2. Rest 'o Cold 
---
refrig.erator ---glacier 
--- i.c1oles 
..,_..,. soc1et1 
--- siesta --- nation 
...... .,.. repose 
... __ 
intermission -~- slumber 
---
1nd1v1duala 
---
relatives .......... relaxatt1 on 
.,_ .... freezer .......... icebers 
--- ancestors 
--
lo Larse 2o 3I.Ilall ,., Walk 
---
massive .... _ ... enormous ...... - meager 
,,. . J. ,.. __ tizw -- .... shuffle --- g1gant1o 
f.'· 
---
trud6e ... _ ... m1W$ature --.... microscopic 
....... - atomic -~et stride """!'•"" stroll 
--- tremendous 
---
towsr1rJg ....... ., huge 
lo weak 2. fi't1Y.'OI'Jg 
'l:t atrav.st:t 
--- f'rag1l.e e-- muecule~~ ...... - infirm 
.......... unueu~ __ .. al .. 1en _ ... .., Odd 
• 
.. ., Gtli.rd; .., __ grot.esque 
., __ 
exba\.\eted 
=J 
--- toretgn ......... te9ble ........ rew..tlrke.ble 
---
rObl.\8t 
..., __ bardf 
--- __atblet1o 
_,.,.-· 
" 
le Bclite 2. I.mpclj. te '0 Clear 
c:t~cD eol.wteous 
--- fl1PPRn'fi, --- ob1valrous 
......... 1mp\.ldent 
--- legible --- luo1d 
---
rude 
--- ~ef1n.ad ..,_... Y.\.O .. l)fl\1' 
---
tre.neparen.t ..,._ ... d..\stinct 
---
S&l.\01 
--- s.~ciou.s --- sociable 
---
earcaaUc 
l.o Rich 2 .. ;tooz- ~. fell 
... -... d.est1 tute .......... penn!lasa 
--- ample 
.., __ 
relate 
--- rec1te 
.,. __ 
Dl6n.t1on 
............ we&l.tDT 
--- p:.\.ant1:f.uJ. 
---
record 
~-.- narrate __ ... desci1"'1be 
_..,._ 
oap1tal1st1o 
---
r.ed'-!.eod. 
--- bogg~rl3' ......... l~Bb. 
1. Le.te 2o iiiarly 3o ~h0\.16.b.\!"u1 
-~· ... -- bel.o.ted 
__ .., 
aeS~.sOMble 
-·- punctual 
:- !: -v 
--- P9ll3ive .......... unpunct'W.\1 swit~ ...... -
'-
---
ta~ ..... .,. mecu~ te.tS.ve 
---
thinking_ 
---
et.ud1oua 
__ ... 
spee(\1 
---
1ntent 
--- prompt --.. d,3lay.od 
---
rNerdue 
l.o Important 2. Un1 m,po:rtan\. ;,. Free 
--- l''~.f"e .......... 1$Pr..;;es1ve 
... _ ... 1ntluent1sl 
.. 
---
o nonessential 
--- release .,..,..,. d.1scharse 
.,....... memorable 
--"" ransom ... __ mediocre 
--- immaterial 
--- prominent 
- ... - commonplace 
- ...... liberate 
--- fair ...... _ parole 
1. Jlli.OV'1XJS 2. Resting 3o H'W),6r; 
--- movable ...... _ comfortable ....... _famished 
• *'=- ravenous - ..... mobile .,...,.., nomadic 
---
tranqu11 
---
znot1onless .., ... _ reposefUl. 
~ 
... __ 
starved 
---
craving ... .,._ undisturbed 
--· transitional 
_ .... _ 
tra.velina 
--... slumbering 
J.o Cheap 2o upens1ve 3o Red 
--- inexpensive 
--- scarlet- ...... _ maroon 
--- Pink --... cardinal 
--- costl.y 
--- precious --- .h.tgh-priced ........... m.oderata 
-...... magenta 
--- ca.rr.u~:t.1 on 
--- verm1li on 
..., __ economical 
--- reasonable 
- .... - extravagant 
lo Near 2o Far 3o Mild 
• remote adjacent ·- ....... &!' ......... =·= proxima-te •, 
_.,._ 
appr.o~1me.t~ 
---
meek 
---
calm 
--- gentle ....... _ distant --- bordering 
......... temperate .,._... lenient. 
.., __ 
moderate 
---
yonder 
---
adJo1ning ....... inaccessible 
"'~~ ...... ¥1># .... ---.~-~ 
lo Old 2o Young 3o Ol'der 
. I 
.......... antique ......... juven1l.e .......... rule 
~ 
- ~ .,.._..., 1mmattr.e 
---
control 
.,. __ 
firstborn i 
( 
......... fresh 
---
eldex-
__ .,.. 
manage 
-=- regul~te 
__ ... 
sy.stematize ........... classify 
......... anc1en1i ..,...,._ organize -~- inexperienced 
{' 
( 
"•.·· '. ~-J·' 
~ ... 
----
____ _... .... 
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I 
l., Anir1.al hones 
a()Ufl.ritun stable 
-.-. 
baa ~sty 
croak colt 
· 4fAJJ.i. ·· 
C'rradc 
2 o Animal babies 
__ ,_.v•rhinney bleat 
lair kid 
hbWl chicken 
3 9 Animal sounds 
calf 
den 
cub 
---------------------------------~~------
l!> Birds- 2 .. FJ.Lowers 3~t Trees 
·daffodil carnation· bobwhite blue jay oak 
__ hickory __ geranium 
__ canary nasturtiu111 ceda-r 
dandelion ._....._hyacinth __ nightingale oriole 
scarlet tanager 
- ' 
--------- _.,.--------------------------------
Words that have to do with: 
l* Sports 2~ War 3. The Circus 
tee _army _calliope __ goal caddy 
--
bullets trapeze _campaign __ elephant _bayonet 
touchdovm inning wrestle substitute. athlete 
--. -·--
----------------------~------------------
Words that would describe a: 
1<~ Soldier 2o Fairy 3o Dragon 
__ fiery tremendous dainty 
--
__ frightening __ courageous 
'n e.iV"o i e.. 
1:1:93:l:i:9Q grotesque __ lovely 
--
beautiful _._beastly 
fierce graceful. faithful 
--
honorable ___ loyal 
. . 
--------------------------:...---------------
Words that would make :rou thiri!;: of a 
1<> Prison 2 .. Hospital 3. Theater 
ambulance· __ guard ___ bandage ccstume actor 
robber anasthesia cell 
__ operation officer __ applause __ scene~J __ gun 
(1) 
• I 
. ~. _l_ . ---.::.. ... -::_ 
w 
Words that would make you tpink of: 
1. Geography 2.o- Arithmetic 3. Music 
staff ____ peninsula ___ signature island subtraction 
_equator ~multiplicand continent __ sharp __ gulf 
__ hymn dividend __ rhythm fraction oasis 
-------------------------------~---------
"Vfords that describe ways of': 
1_. Walking 
__ munching _ ambl:ing 
. __ murrnur:ing _gobbling 
__ marching _skipping 
2. Eating 
_tramping 
__ crunching · 
-·-·_grumbling 
3~ Talking· 
__ limp:i.ng 
_nibbling 
_whispering 
._sucking 
__ . chattering __ mumbling 
________ _.. ___ -..-----------~--------------..-.-
1. Bright 2. Loud 3() Small 
____ noisy 
-. __ shiny __ roaring . gleaming 
-... 
__ dazzling 
miniature 
_tiny little _booming 
--
clanging 
radiant __ glowing __ . sparkling __ thundering __ banging 
-----------------------------------------
1. Woman 2,. Man 3. Baby 
infant __ lady ;female husband fellow 
......:,._ 
__ gentleman male babe .senorita madam 
wife mister matron _dowager tot 
------------------ ~- -.--- ~ ·- -·~--- -.---------
1. One 24 Two 3. Nany 
both several s:L.'1gle numerous couple 
-
individual sole scores __ populous twin 
___ solitary alone lots __ pair various 
------------------------~----------------
(2) 
i 
--- ----
1,. Go fast. 
__ plunge flee 
dive 
-
SPin 
__ submex-ge 
whirl 
·2 .. Go around 
_speed 
revf'lve 
dash 
3. Go down 
encircle' sink 
hasten rotate 
swirl race 
---------------------~-------------------
lo Tastes 2. Smells 311< ·Feelings 
__ ann eying 
--·-
sugary ~peppery perfumed 
-
_musty 
cheery __ salty 
_gleeful . exuberant elated 
--
sour downcast tart excitable __ merry 
--
---- --------; -.-- -·--- -.-------------- -.----- ~- ..-:-
1., ·Shapes 2, Sizes 3Jt Parts 
vast diamond oval minute _preiiigiems 
diminutive cube __ square _rectangular medium 
_stupendous _fractional ___,_secti(Jnal _frae-mentary ·circular 
----....- -----..------··----- ------------ ------------------
1,. Smooth 2~ Sharp 3. Weak 
sleek feeble. keen acute _velvety 
__ · jagged __ limp . 
____ thorny ____ spiked ____ strengthless 
__ silky even 
-·-
~po:inted infirm· _powerless 
-·--- ___ ....,_...._ ------ -- -· --·-- .-.- ... - ----- ~·----·-·- -··- -- -- -~--- ---- ---
1. To arrive 2,. To go 
_depa:rt. vacillate. __ ·appear 
alternate 
··--·-. 
fluctuate. wa:ver 
-·-. _ . -.-
withdra:vv __ vary come 
3. ·To change 
leave reach 
retire set out 
attain shift 
--------~--~ _ _...,..._ _____ ....._. __ ---:' ..,..._ ---- ...._..._ .. _ :-. ------·-~. ----------.. -- ---·-.--.; .. -..~·------
\: ···---
------
·-
.. _.... .. -.. 
(3) 
- - ---· 
;_ -·- -·-
_ .. --
l. To begin 
terminate 
------
__ despise 
initiate 
connnence 
abhor 
__ complete 
2 .. To end 3~ To hate 
loathe undertake __ stop 
finish __ originate detest 
conclude abominate __ perorate 
---------------------------------~-------
l. Wet 
__ waterproof 
__ towering 
__ parched 
1 .. Happy 
2~ Dry 
__ lofty elevated 
arid ____ topmost 
tall __ watertight 
2. Sad 
3. High 
humid __ damp 
__ watery moist 
colossal __ dcey, 
3. · Dark 
_. __ joyless __ dusky __ despondent _delighted __ unhappy 
content __ murky obscure mournful __ pleased 
disheartened solemn __ dingy __ joyful forlorn 
ft --------------------------------~~--------
\ 1. Proud 2. HUPible 3 .. Afraid 
alarmed timid vain _haughty __ lowly 
servile fearful· modest fainthearted· ___ stately 
__ aghast submissive meek tremulous __ arrogant 
1. Rich 2,. Poor 3. Exciting 
__ needy __ wealthy __ indigent melodramatic destitute 
___ opulent ____ moneyed sensational __ spiritstirring affluent 
__ penniless well-+;o-do __ impectmious __ overwhelming __ thrilling 
(4) 
NAME ________________________________________________ DATE __________ __ 
s~o~ ~E 
---------------------------------------------------- --------------
FORM A 
'L*-· DIRECTIONS: Beside each of the fallowing words, write the number of 
the word it tells about. 
1. Animal Homes 2. Animal Babies 3. Animal Sounds 
sty kid calf bleat stable 
-
den cub lair croak chicken 
baa howl colt _whinny _aquarium 
1. Radio 2. Weather 3 • Government 
veto aerial _cyclone barometer microphone 
- -
t tube senator· _delegate _president thermometer 
~ clouds antenna _governor hurricane ___ representative 
1. Zoo 2. Elections 3 .. Post Office 
koala carrier politics _kangaroo rhinoceros 
---
voters _postage liberals _opponents conservatives 
___ parcel 
_giraffe _envelopes candidates _hippopotamus 
1 .. Hot 2. Cold 3. Poor 
_needy _frigid _stifling beggarly 
~-
penniless 
-
_chilly _tropical _indigent _shivering _sweltering 
arctic 
... 
_nipping _roasting destitute _suffocating 
• 1,. Polite 2. Impolite 3. Neat 
.. 
_tidy saucy 
-
cordiu _impudent fastidious 
trim 
_vulgar refined courteous _gentlemanly 
rude _orderly _gracious methodical discourteous 
1. Expensive 2. Cheap 3. Near 
_handy. _bargain moderate luxurious _inexpensive 
• 
_costly _pret}iOUS _priceless _extravagant reduced 
_adjacent _proximate exorbitant _neighboring low ... priced 
-
1. Large 2. Small 3• Walk 
_tiny stride massive _towering diminutive 
. _huge stroll shuffle gigantic·· tremendous 
-· -
_trudge _meager enormous· miniature .. microscopic 
-
' 1., :Moving 2. Resting 3. Hungry 
mobile _craving _tranquil _reposeful comfortable 
movable nanadic famished motionless undisturbed 
starved ravenous _traveling _ sl1unbering transttional 
1. Old 2. Young 3. Order · 
rule _manage control _juvenile First Born 
---
fresh _antique immature _classify ~systematize 
elder ancient _regulate _organize ___ inexperienced 
1. Important .. 2. Unimportant 3. Free 
rare _parole mediocre· _discharge influential 
fair release memorable immaterial _commonplace 
...... ransom liberate _prominent _impressive nonessential 
NAME DATE ~------------------------------------------------ -----------------
SCHOOL~----------------------------------------~E----------~--
FORM B 
DIRECTIONS: Beside each of the following words, '!'Tite the number of 
the word it tells about. 
1. Walking 2. Eating 3e Talking 
_li.'llping munching _marching sldpping 
- . 
_murmuring 
_sucking _gobbling _tramping mumbling 
·~ . 
_whispering 
_ambling _grumbling _nibbling crunching _chattering 
-
1. Police Station 2il Wedding 3c Science 
radar _magnet molecule ·ceremony. 
- . 
bridesmaid 
. atom _justice officers _reception _protection 
--
_groom _bouquet _hydrogen criminals _imprisonment 
1. City 2., Mealtime 31/; Library 
_depot theater monument librarian _dictionary 
sauce dessert terminal _vegetables silverware 
catalog _celery reference _skyscrapers _encyclopedia 
-
1,. Home 2. School 3. Airport 
_jet _privacy residence stewardess examination 
hearth boudoir _principal _helicopter _kindergarten 
aviator scholars _propeller kitchenette ___ superintendent 
~ ... 
1. To Begin 2. To End J. To Like 
die ___ fancy relish commence terminate 
love _enjcry finish initiate undertake 
close start 
_expire conclude institute 
1. Late 
_tardy 
~Ji. swift 
_speedy 
lo Weak 
odd 
alien 
hardy 
---
1 .. Cheap 
pink 
-
maroon 
_costly 
1. Polite 
rude 
lucid 
_saucy 
1. Near 
meek 
calm 
'~ remote 
intent 
prompt 
overdue 
_sturdy 
robust 
feeble 
_magenta 
scarlet 
. moderate 
_vulgar 
_legible 
refined 
_gentle 
__!Onder 
distant 
2. Early 
delayed 
-
belated 
_pensive 
2. Strong 
inf'irm 
fragUe 
-
_foreign 
2 • Expensive 
_precious 
cardinal 
carnation 
2,. Impolite 
distinct 
sociable 
sarcastic 
2, Far 
lenient 
moderate 
_proximate 
3. Thoughtful 
_thinking seasonable 
_punctual meditative 
studious _mpunctua.l 
3. Strange 
unusual 
muscular 
athletic 
-
_grotesque 
exhausted 
remarkable 
3. Red 
vermilion _inexpensive 
reasonable _high priced 
economical _extravagant 
3. Clear 
courteous _flippant 
_impudent distinct 
_gracious chivalrous 
3. Mild 
_temperate 
_approximate 
_adjacent _bordering 
_adjoining inaccesible 
